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Time Resolved H atom Density Measurements in a Cu HyBrID Laser

R.P. Mildren, R.J. Carman and J.A. Piper

Centre for Lasers and Applications, Department of Physics
Macquarie University, NSW 2109, Australia

ABSTRACT
We are presently developing nonlinear spectroscopic techniques for measuring the spatio-temporal density behaviour of H
and halogen atoms species to investigate the action of these species in halogen enhanced copper lasers. In this paper, we
report time resolved measurements of ground-state H atom density in a Cu HyBrID laser obtained using two-photon allowed
laser induced fluorescence. Ultraviolet probe radiation (205nm) was focussed through an end window to excite the n=3 level
and the resultant Balmer fluorescence detected via a side window. The results indicate that the H atom density is depleted to
less than half its prepulse value during the excitation pulse and then recovers almost fully during the first 20 microseconds of
the interpulse period. By interrupting the discharge, we also have used the technique to investigate the H reassociation rate at
the tube wall. The results suggest the technique, which may also be adapted to obtain halogen densities and gas temperature
measurements, is a promising diagnostic for investigating halogen enhanced Cu laser vapor plasmas.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The presence of halogen and hydrogen additives in copper laser discharges is well known for bringing about major increases
in the total power, pulse rate and particularly their high beam quality output. The kinetics of these 'halogen enhanced'
devices (including the kinetically enhanced copper vapor laser, the Cu HyBrID laser and the CuBr laser with H2 additive)
are much more complex than the pure buffer gas systems owing to the increased number of plasma species, and the plasma
processes which output performance are not well understood. Though experimental measurements of the spatio-temporal
evolution of Cu species[1-3] and electron densities[2] have been performed to
date, the key reactants such as H and X species (where X is Cl or Br) have not 3
been measured. Such data is important for investigating the action of these species
in the plasma directly and via computer modeling.

656nm
In this paper, we investigate the potential of the two-photon allowed laser induced

. . . . 205nm _____fluorescence (TALIF) technique for measuring the density of ground-state atomic 2H in a Cu HyBrID laser discharge. H is expected to play an important role in the
dissociative attachment reaction (FIX + e => X + H) and also H is an effective
electron cooler and third body reactant on account of its low mass. The TALIF . . U NI

technique relies on two photon absorption at 205. l4nm to excite the n=3 level
from the ground-state which subsequently decays by the fluorescence of Ha
radiation. This technique has been previously used for measuring the H density in 205nm
etching plasmas[4], rf discharges[5], arcs[6] and flames[7]. The fact that it is a
nonlinear process (signal a [probe intensity]2) is a particular advantage in the
present application since the quadratic dependence of the signal can be utilized to
avoid the effects of populations in the cooler end-zones which are uncharacteristic =1
of the active medium. This affects linear line-of-sight measurements, however,
using a focussed probe beam in the TALIF scheme density information can be Figure 1 Energy level diagram showing
gained from a selected longitudinal location in the discharge. the pump and fluorescence transitions

used in the TALIF scheme.
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3. RESULTS

Preliminary tests were performed on a
low pressure cell in which H2 at low
pressure (<10 torr) was dissociated

to enable the alignment of the focal spot

As shown in Figure 4, the TALIF signal appears on a significant background of Ha emission from the plasma, particularly in
the early afterglow (ie. <2ts). For these early times, the TALIF signal (<5mV) is a small fraction of the background
(>5OmV) and thus the density cannot be accurately determined in this period. Due to the scatter in the TALIF signal, it was

2. EXPERIMENT
The 205nm probe radiation was generated by frequency tripling the 615nm output of Lumonics HyperDye dye laser in a pair
of BBO crystals (refer Figure 2). The output pulses, which were up to 0.4mJ in energy, iOns in duration and at 10Hz pulse
repetition frequency, were focussed into the test medium using a plano-convex CaF2 lens. The focal position was

approximately 200mm from the anode
and on the tube axis. The relative probe
energy was monitored by measuring the
energy of the back reflected beam from
the flat face of the focussing lens with a
photodiode. The fluorescence signal
was collected at right angles to the
probe beam and passed though a
narrow bandpass filter and onto the
photomultiplier detector. To minimise
the background signal due to the
discharge itself, the fluorescence was
first spatially filtered by imaging the
waist through a slit. The probe pulse
and the fluorescence intensities were
recorded on a digital oscilloscope.Cu HyBrID Laser

Figure 2 Schematic of the experimental set-up used to detect ground-state H atoms.

using a microwave discharge. The plasma was displaced from the probed region
with the light collection optics to be optimized more easily in an
environment with low Ha background. As shown in Figure 3, it was 2

found that the lens focal length was a critical parameter influencing the —
level and the saturation characteristics of the signal. For short focal 1 0

lengths (<100mm), the signal level increased quadratically with probe
intensity for pulse energies <0. lmJ but signal saturation was noted at 8
the higher intensities. Saturation was also observed by others[eg. 6J, .
and is attributed to the photoionization of H. To avoid this saturation, a 6
longer focal length lens was used (fi=550mm); this provided adequate
signal strength, however, note that the longer focal length also
introduced more scatter in the signal.

a:
a-

(I)Measurements were performed on a Cu HyBrID laser tube (in
preference to the kinetically enhanced copper vapour lasers in our
laboratory) as its lower operating temperature enabled the tube to be
easily adapted to access the fluorescence signal from a side window.
The HyBrID laser, which has been described in detail previously[8],
was a 20W device operating at 17kHz pulse rate. A slot 3 x20mm long
was cut into the alumina discharge tube at the position adjacent the
probe focus and a silica window inserted into the slot. In principle, it is
possible to monitor the fluorescence exiting through the end windows,
however, the sidelight configuration was chosen to maximize the ratio
of the TALIF signal to the background plasma emission.

0
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Figure 3 Dependence of the square root of the
TALIF signal on probe pulse energy for several
lenses of different focal lengths (75, 150 & 550mm).
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necessary to average over many acquisitions. At the same time, it was important to minimise the measurement duration as
there was signficant drift in the ambient H density. As a compromise, the TALIF signal was averaged over 60 acquisitions
which measnt that each run of about 30 data points could be achieved within several minutes. Though some slight drift in the
ambient H density was still observed, it was removed from the data by recording the prepulse value prior to each data point
and then normalising each point to this value.
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Figure 4 The time dependence of the TALIF signal during the interpulse period for a) a discharge in Ne with H present as an
impurity and b) for normal Cu HyBrID lasing conditions (ie. with 2-5%HBradditive). The time behavior of the background

plasma induced emission H is also shown (solid curve).

The temporal density behaviour was obtained for laser operation with HBr additive corresponding to near maximum output
power, and for comparison for the laser operating with Ne buffer-gas only (ie. with H present as an impurity). The sources of

I scatter and proposed methods for improving the signal-to-noise are
discussed in the next section. The results show that H atom density

: decreases markedly during the excitation phase (to <40 % of the prepulse, I . value) for both buffer gas conditions. Initial indications suggest that
- . recovery occurs more quickly during the interpulse period for the discharge

S • in Ne buffer gas (during the first 5-1Ojts) than for the Ne-HBr HyBrID
.i; •. discharge (1O-2Os).. S.
.! .. The H density evolution was also observed when interrupting the discharge

- ... to investigate the rate at which H atoms reassociate by non-discharge. processes. Using the timing electronics, the discharge was interrupted for
z 8ms in phase with the 10Hz clock of the probe laser, and the probe delay

I
. scanned through this period. As shown in Figure 5, the decay is single

0 2 8 exponential with time constant -3ms. The single exponential suggests that a
single process dominates the decay. Moreover, the time constant is much

Time (ms) larger than that for radial diffusion to the tube wall (—lOOps), which

Figure 5 Thedecay of H density upon suggests that the coefficient for H reassociation at the wall is significantly

interrupting the discharge. less than unity.

4. DISCUSSION
The results of this study suggest that the TALIF technique is suitable for measuring the range of H atom densities in a Cu
HyBrID laser discharge. Since other Cu lasers which use hydrogen as performance enhancing additive contain similar partial
pressures of H species, it is expected that the technique is also applicable to these devices. The position of the measurement
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Finally, it is interesting to note that the technique may also provide a
useful method for obtaining gas temperature measurements[1O].
Assuming that the Lyman 3 transition is predominantly Doppler
broadened, then the TALIF signal dependence on probe wavelength
reflects the velocity distribution of the H atoms in the focal region of the
probe. This technique for determining the gas temperature avoids
perturbations arising from the component of signal originating from the
end-zones which may affect the previous linear methods of measurement
(eg. by monitoring Balmer emission broadening). For the present system,
the TALIF signal dependence on the probe wavelength (as shown in
Figure 6) is consistent with the convolution of the measured probe
bandwidth and the expected Doppler profile. The bandwidth of the dye
laser, which was measured using a monitoring etalon, was O.5cm'
corresponding to an effective bandwidth of the probe of 3cm' (6 photons
at 615nm are necessary to excite the two-photon transitions), and the

is determined by the location of the probe focus and therefore the technique can also be extended to resolve radial and
longitudinal H density information. Note that the density of halogen atoms may also be measured using a similar TALIF
scheme[9].

We plan to perform a more detailed study of the spatio-temporal behaviour, however, it is important to first improve the
measurement uncertainty present in the current experiment. Though the fluctuations in the integrated energy of the probe

4 pulses were compensated for, the instantaneous intensity intensity at the
focal point is expected to be sensitive to the details of spatio-temporal
modulations in the probe pulse. The signal scatter is thus likely to be

3 significantly improved with increased control of the spatial and temporal
jitter in the probe beam amplitiude.
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Figure 6 TALIF signal as a function of probe laser
detuning with Gaussian fit at the time just prior to

the excitation pulse.
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Doppler width is also —3cm' for the estimated gas temperature of 2000K. By narrowing the probe bandwidth to a smaller
fraction of the Doppler width (using an intracavity etalon for example), an accurate measurement technique for spatio-
temporal resolved gas temperatures may be realised.
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